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France | Languedoc & Mâcon

Collin Bourisset

A

t the crossroads of Burgundy and Beaujolais,
in Crêches sur Saône, lies the rolling estate of
Collin Bourisset.

As one of the oldest and most reputable houses in
Beaujolais, Collin Bourisset is known for producing
some of the rarest wines from the best vineyards in the
area.
Their goal has always been to extract the finest
Beaujolais and Mâconnais wines from the region to
bring out the true excellence of French wine. Each of
their wines are selected with extreme care, to protect
the identity of the soil and the authenticity of every
Bourisset vintage.

History
The story of Collin Bourisset began in 1821, where its
unique location allowed the estate to source grapes
from the best vineyards in the surrounding area. Soon,
the name Collin Bourisset became synonymous with the
production of some of the rarest wines in France.
Throughout the years, the Bourisset estate has
maintained this reputation. Particularly when, in 1922, it
became the exclusive distributors of the acclaimed “King
of Cru Beaujolais”—Hospices de Romanèche Moulin a
Vent.
Today, Collin Bourisset’s single grape wines are
renowned for being some of the best of their kind. The
skill and experience of the winery is known to capture
the essence of each vineyard’s terroir, allowing the
quality of the grape to shine through to create truly
exceptional wines.

Above: The Vineyards of Collin Bourisset
Below: Sauvignon Blanc

Bourisset’s vines

White

125ml

175ml

250ml

bottle

£5.25 £6.50
£7.50
£22.50
Aromatic, crisp pear, apple and peach flavours are bright and lively, yet still remain soft and juicy
on the palate. Well-balanced and refreshing, with a delicate acidity and bright ‘medium-dry’ finish.
There‘s no oak either, just a pure, refined expression of the grape.

Sauvignon Blanc

		
£22.50
Surprisingly rich brioche, apple, peach and lemon flavours are expressed on a palate with incredible
depth and butteriness. Great balance of acidity and natural ripe white fruit depth – soft, indulgent
and sophisticated.

Chardonnay

Red		

125ml

175ml

250ml

bottle

£5.25 £6.50
£7.50
£22.50
Youthful and fresh, bursting with rich, soft, red fruit. Velvety smooth and round, this wine possesses
astonishing quality for wine of this price, beautifully showcasing the uncomplicated, soft freshness of
the Merlot grape as expressed by the Languedoc terroir.

Merlot

Spain | Rias Baixas

Finca Garabellos

N

otas Frutales de Albariño is located in Tea County,
D.O. Rias Baixas. They farm 13 hectares of their own
vineyards, planted between 200-350 m. altitude, on the
right bank of the river Miño. The vines have an average age of
25 years (more than 50 years old in some vineyards).
The vines are planted on trell, which allows them better
aeration, thus avoiding the concentration of humidity, while
the plant benefits from a greater foliar surface exposed to the
sun, which leads to optimum maturation of the grape.
Being an inland area, the Atlantic winds here are attenuated,
whilst still allowing the grape to develop salinity. The harvest
is done manually, with a first selection of grapes in the field
and its transfer in aerated boxes of 16 kg maximum, to
preserve integrity.
The vineyards are within a radius of less than 3 km. from the
winery, allowing the grapes to arrive whole and in the best
condition, making the second selection process upon arrival.
After destemming and pressing the grapes, in a pneumatic
press, the must is transferred to stainless steel tanks where
cold fermentation takes place, in order to preserve all the
aromatic potential. Once the fermentation is finished, the
wine stays with its fine lees between 3 and 6 months.

White
£43.95
A complex, fresh wine with citrus, apricot, white
flowers and candied nectarine on the nose. Stone
fruit, pineapple and a good citrus bite from grapefruit,
alongside a good line of minerality. Really well balanced, finishes long and complex.

Albariño ‘Finca Garabelos’

Above: The vineyards
Below: Albarino

Australia | Various

Some Young Punks

S

ome Young Punks produces some stand-out
wines – inside and out. Known for their striking
pop art labels, the punks were on the front
of the packaging revolution in Australia and always
thought differently about how to package their wines.
With their punk attitude to winemaking, Colin McBryde,
Jen Gardner and Nic Bourke make wines with charisma
and attitude. “Each time we make a wine”, they say, “it
may be the last wine we make – and if it isn’t worthy of
being the last then it will never wear the Some Young
Punks name.”
Their contemporary approach means minimal use of
oak and short ferments to retain maximum punchy
vibrancy. The creative trio believe it’s okay to judge
these books by their covers, which are as bright and
bold as the wines they clothe.

Red
£30.95
Expressive notes of musk, violets and charcuterie
meats. The palate is dense with black fruits, a little
quince and juniper spice.

‘Naked on Roller Skates’ Shiraz

White
£30.95
Generous, upfront and fruity with more crispness and
minerality than is all too often lacking in Australian
Sauvignons. None of the sweatiness but plenty of grip
and liveliness on the tight finish.

‘Quickie’ Sauvignon Blanc

Above: Pop Art Labels
Below: Shiraz / Mataro

Italy | Veneto

Azienda Rechsteiner

T

he Rechsteiner Estate is located close to the
ancient town of Piavon di Oderzo. Found in
the heart of the Venetian countryside, the
beautiful estate is managed by Florian von StepskiDoliwa—the great, great grandson of founder, Friedrich
Rechsteiner.
Rechsteiner believes the beauty of a fine wine is in part
created by environmental and social responsibility.
Florian is dedicated to creating the highest quality wine
from his vines with sustainability to protect the lands
for future generations.
History
The Rechsteiner Estate has 45 hectares of luscious
vineyards, situated in one of the most fertile DOC
Venezia regions.
The rich history of this estate began in 1881 when the
founder, Friedrich Rechsteiner, took ownership of the
grounds and its 17th century villas from Count Revedin.
The grand villa is hidden amongst a romantic park
which also houses the ancient Rechsteiner winery.
The story of this winery is written in the beautiful
marmorino on its walls. Originally, the building stood
as a warehouse for a Venetian aristocratic family before
housing the Austro-Hungarian cavalry during WWI.
From the ancient winery, grapes are vinified to bring
out the varietal characteristics of every single grape.
For their infamous vintage wines, the winery handselect certain grapes and allow them to mature in oak
barrels, giving every bottle unique and distinguishing
characteristics.

Above: Florian von Stepski-Doliwa, owner
Below: Pinot Grigio

The Rechsteiner Winery

White

125ml

175ml

250ml

bottle

£5.25 £6.50
£7.50
£22.50
Grapes harvested and hand-picked from the winery’s own vineyards guarantee character and elegance, whilst the ‘DOC’ classification affords prestige, and ensures class. Vivid aromas of acacia flowers, apple and pear evolve into a crisp and refreshing palate, then a fruity, light and fragrant finish.

Pinot Grigio

Sparking

bottle

£24.95
A fresh straw yellow in the glass with a delicate, natural mousse. Peach, melon, apple and spring
flower aromas show on the nose. Delicate acidity uplifts the soft orchard fruit.

Prosecco Spumante

£25.95
This wine is a bright pink in colour with an elegant bouquet of red fruits and rose petals. The palate
has a creamy mousse with notes of redcurrants, raspberries and delicate floral notes.

Spumante Rosé

France | Gascony

Domaine Uby

D

escended from a generation of Swiss wine
growers who arrived in France in 1920 and
from a line of wine makers from the Armagnac
region, François Morel has ensured the expansion of
the family estate for 10 years with his straightforward
approach and his dynamism. Domaine Uby are now
regarded as one of the most popular and successful
estates in Gascony, albeit not really outside of France.
He expresses his passion through his wines: pleasing
wines of quality, convivial wines for sharing which
perfectly match the image of the wines and the region of
Gascony.
A new winery was constructed in 2012 to assure the
security and the development of the Estate. It was
designed to ally expertise with technical skill, from wine
making to the maturing process and on to the storage
and packaging of the wines.
The grapes are harvested at night when fully mature,
with harvesting protection. Skin maceration, inert
pneumatic pressing (protected from oxygen),
fermentation at low temperature, maturing on fine lees,
blending and storing in thermo-regulated tanks.
The entire UBY vineyard has been certified ‘Viticulture
Raisonnée Contrôlée’ for 10 years. Cereal crops on the
estate, as well as the 12 hectares of vines are grown
organically.

Above: François Morel, owner
Below: Colombard / Ugni Blanc’

White

		bottle

		£26.95
Ugni blanc is the grape mainly used in the distillation of brandy, specifically Cognac. Blending it with
the fragrant, floral Colombard grape was a risk. However, this wine is simply delicious. Light in alcohol
(it’s 11.5%), the wine bursts with grapefruit and tropical fruit. Dangerousy moreish, everyone who
tries this wine loves it!

Colombard / Ugni Blanc

Red

		bottle

		£26.95
The pale ruby color and the quite intense (medium-plus) aromas of fresh red fruits makes this a very
typical merlot. Light body, low in tannins and with medium acidity, it has a pleasent palate of strawberries, red cherries and sour cherries with a lengthy after-taste.

Merlot / Tannat

Rose

		bottle

		£26.95
With its raspberry and strawberry aromas equally present on the nose and palate, this rosé is more
than indulgent. It is a real delight of freshness. Another brilliant blend of four different red grape by
Domaine Uby, Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Syrah and Cabernet Sauvignon.

Uby Rosé

Italy | Puglia

Masseria Liveli

I

t’s safe to say that Masseria Li Veli is on a fast
trajectory to be one of the top estates in Southern
Italy.” - Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate.

Masseria Li Veli is located on an ancient Messapian
site dominating the fertile and sunny Salento plain in
Puglia, the heel of Italy. It was founded by the Marquis
Antonio de Viti de Marco (1858-1943). An aristocrat and
highly educated economist and politician, de Marco was
also an enlightened farmer and landowner. Spending
time in the United States exposed him to new ideas and
methods; he returned to Italy with hopes of bringing
new practices and wealth to his native land. His ideas
and estate soon became inspiration for all Southern
Italians.
More recently, Li Veli was purchased by the Falvo family
in 1999 (owners of the hugely prestigious Avignonesi
winery in Tuscany) following 40 years of experience in
the wine business. The combination of old wine-making
methods with modern equipment used on an ancient
site results in the perfect balance between history and
innovation. The estate is now certified organic.
Vineyards are planted in a settonce, a pattern invented
by Roman military engineers allowing for optimum
levels of planting density, soil exploitation for the vine
roots, exposure to the sun, circulation of air, cultivation
and plant growth. Hand-picked grapes are literally
minutes from cutting to selection with everything being
done on the premises. Stainless steel and new French
oak barriques are filled with traditional native varietals,
including Negroamaro, Primitivo and Susumaniello
- stored using the most modern and innovative
vinification techniques to ensure the highest quality
wines.

Above: Li Veli’s cellars
Below: Susumaniello

Red

		bottle

		£36.95
“A fantastic bargain deal, the Susumaniello Askos offers a great taste of one of Puglia’s break-out
indigenous grapes. The variety with the singsongy name delivers loads of luscious red fruit with cherry
and blueberry in pole position. Askos sees nine months of oak and those added notes of spice, tobacco and leather are well integrated within the greater fleshiness of the grape. The finish shows light
touches of cola, balsam herb and licorice. If you’ve never tried Susumaniello, Askos is a great place to
start.” Robert Parker 91

Susumaniello ‘Askos’

White

		bottle

		£36.95
The 2018 Verdeca is flat-out beautiful. Layers of floral infused yellow stone fruits, flowers, mint and
licorice are all woven together in this striking, highly expressive white. This is a dazzling effort.”
Robert Parker 91

Verdeca ‘Askos’

Rose

		bottle

		£36.95
Pale pink, crystal and bright; elegant bouquet, persistent and aromatic notes of strawberry and cranberry. Light weight in the mouth with waves of flavor across the palate. Savory finish with a touch of
acidity.

Susumaniello Rosato ‘Askos’

Argentina | Mendoza

Bodega Raffy

B

odega Raffy was built from the ground up by
the Raffy family in the province of Mendoza.

Manager, Jean-Louis Raffy, has the ambition to reveal
the Argentinian Malbec’s fullest potential. In the Valley
of Tupungato, the growers tenderly care for vines with
agricultural methods that are suited to the land.
The region’s weather conditions give the vineyards a
natural protection from pests, allowing Raffy to cultivate
without using any chemicals or pesticides.
History
The Bodega and its vineyard were founded in 2007 by
Frenchman, Jean-Louis Raffy. When he constructed the
8.5 hectare estate, he installed the French philosophy
that great wine is made from a combination of climate,
terroir and a grape that is well adapted to its natural
environment.
To ensure Bodega Raffy’s wines are regarded as some
of the best in Argentina, the family are guided by the
expertise of world-renowned winemaker Marcelo
Pelleriti (Chateau Pavie).
Every harvest is hand picked, with a focus on finding
the healthiest grapes which have reached their perfect
maturity. The vineyard limits their production to
100,000 bottles, allowing the estate to work only with
the finest-quality grapes.
Aswell as its own vineyard planted with Malbec, Bodega
Raffy also manages some high quality parcels of old
vines in neighbouring properties. These vineyards are
extremely rare for Argentina as they are at least 50 years
of age, making them of particular importance for the
Raffy estate.

Above: The Raffy family
Below: Malbec Cuvee terroir

Raffy’s Winery

Red

		bottle

		£29.95
“First come the dark plums and black cherries, with a prickling spice breaking up the initial lushness
of the bouquet. A note of oak derived cedar is subtle. Dry and medium bodied, dark plums, boysenberry and damson are the primary dark fruit flavours, with anise and black pepper providing interest
and complexity that shows through the ripe and concentrated fruit.” Independent Wine Review

Malbec Cuvee Terroir

Spain | Ribera

Camino Soria

T

he very existence of Camino Soria is the the realisation
of a dream. Jose Luis Sanz, previosuly an aeronautical
engineer, left his successful career as Marketing Director
in a large multinational company to pursue his passion, to
develop a great wine from his own land, Soria, located in
Ribera del Duero, in Central Spain. Then, after becoming
Master in Oenology and Viticulture at the Polytechnic
University of Madrid, he created a unique wine from a
calcareous-limestone vineyard placed in Soria, formed from
clones of the indigenous Tempranillo grape, resulting in the
highest, most authentic expression of terroir.
Produced in limited editions of less than 10.000 bottles
per vintage, and aged in new oak barrels for more than 15
months.
The Tempranillo grapes, referred to locally as ‘Tinta del Pais,’
are perfectly adapted to the hard conditions of the land.
Camino Soria’s logo - two warriors fighting - expresses the
resistant character of the grape, fighting to survive in the
extreme weather conditions of the area, over 35 degrees
Celsius during the day and as low as 5 degrees Celsius
overnight in the maturity period. The brand represents the
Celtiberian warriors who lived in the area in the 3rd century
BC, who fought defending their land from the Roman Empire’s
expansion.

Red
£37.95
Cherry red in color, the wine is clean and bright. It
shows aromas of black fruits, balsamic notes, and
roasted aromatic spices as a result of his ageing in
good wood. The palate is full of finesse, balanced and
smooth, showing more cherry along with blackberries,
sweet plums, and oak-derived vanilla nuances.

Ribera del Duero Crianza

Above: Vineyards
Below: Ribera

France | Champagne

Champagne Cazals
Carte or Grand Cru

£49.95

Maison Claude Cazals is in the legendary Grand Cru town
of Le Mesnil-sur-Oger and is one of the very few estates
in Champagne to have a ‘clos’ (or walled vineyard). It is
very particular due to its exposure and geological makeup,
and was enclosed by stone walls many years ago to create
a kind of micro-climate. Insecticides are not and have
never been used. Elegant, balanced, dense, mineral-rich
and ripe Champagnes are crafted. (Bollinger and Deutz
purchase grapes from the estate).
Crystal clear and lively - the vibrancy of this energetic
Champagne comes from a lively blend of fleshy white fruit
and perfect citrus balance. This exuberence evolves into
a mature palate of brioche, honey, lemon and hazelnut
flavours. This Champagne is subtle, deep and complex, rich
yet weightless.

Grand Cru Rosé

£54.95

This harmonious, yet complex Champagne exudes aromas of upfront strawberry and raspberry. The vivacious
mousse is crisp and feisty. Made from the classy combination of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir, it’s medium-bodied
while creamy on the mid-palate leading to a long finish
with crisp red fruit notes.

Above: Delphine Cazals
Below: Grand Cru Rosé

France | Beaujolais

Anne-Sophie Dubois

A

nne-Sophie Dubois is part of a new generation of
rising star vignerons in Beaujolais. Based in the heart
of Fleurie, Anne-Sophie’s wines epitomize delicacy and
finesse, with a style and approach aligned with the Gamay
grown in the area. Having learned winemaking in Volnay,
she draws from her experience there to lovingly craft elegant
wines; full of depth and aromatic complexity, and without the
over-extraction of fruit.
The economics of vineyard ownership in France have made
many regions unapproachable for a young vigneron without
a considerable amount of wealth. Beaujolais is one of the few
where that is not yet the case. Anne-Sophie fell in love with
Gamay and decided that Fleurie was where she wanted to
call home. Her domaine is composed of eight hectares in the
heart of Fleurie that are now organically farmed. Most of her
plots are already of considerable age; the oldest are over 60
years old.
If Fleurie has provided Anne-Sophie a canvas of old vines and
granitic soils, she brings to the table a strong commitment to
working the soil, staying out of the way in the winery, and a
style that favors a Burgundian approach to vinification over
carbonic maceration.

Red
£36.95
“Brilliant magenta. Fresh and energetic in style, showing excellent clarity and lift to the fresh raspberry,
cherry and spicecake aromas. Palate-staining red fruit
and floral pastille flavors are sharpened by a suggestion of white pepper. Deftly plays depth off vivacity
and finishes very long and nervy, leaving a sweet red
berry note behind.” 91 Josh Raynolds - Vinous Media

Fleurie

Above: Anne-Sophie Dubois
Below: Fleurie ‘Les Cocottes’

South Africa | Stellenbosch

Simonsig

N

amed after the majestic views of the Simonsberg Mountain,
Simonsig Estate is situated in the famous Stellenbosch
Winelands just east of Cape Town. Since French Huguenot
Jacques Malan first set foot in the cape in 1688, the Malan family’s
wine knowledge accumulated over many generations, has
equipped them to excel as one of the leading private producers of
estate wines in South Africa.
The late Frans Malan, beloved patriarch of the Malan Family and
one of the pioneers of the South African wine industry, was not
only a craftsman of superior wines, but also introduced numerous
Simonsig ‘firsts’ cementing the estate’s stately legacy in the Cape
Winelands. He was also a co-founder of the Stellebosch Wine
routes.

The Malan Family

White

bottle

Chenin Blanc

£24.95

Full bodied Chenin Blanc. The tropical Flavours of this
bright straw coloured wine leaps from the glass. On the
nose the wine shows intense tropical fruit salad flavours,
with beautiful hints of apricot, ripe pears and kiwi fruit. On
the palate it shows freshness with a natural acidity, intense
fruit flavours and a lingering, fresh finish.
Chenin Blanc

Australia | Murray Darling

Trentham Estate (Murphy’s)

T

his family-owned, boutique winery is set right on the banks of
the Murray River at Trentham Cliffs, just outside Mildura. The
Murphy family arrived in Australia in 1909 from Ireland and
so are numbered among the Irish “Winegeese” who, from the 18th
century onwards, engaged in the wine trade in the countries of their
adoption and were instrumental in the viticultural development of
some of the finest wine-growing areas of the world. Today, the many
and illustrious wines and labels of the Winegeese have become
synonymous with quality on the international market.
Trentham’s winery has been operating since 1988, where it has
grown from the initial 30 tonne crush to a minimal but state-of-theart facility handling up to 5,000 tonnes of top quality grapes each
vintage. It allows the flexibility to perform different winemaking
styles, resulting in the diverse and always consistent Trentham Estate
wines. Today, Anthony is assisted with the making of Trentham’s
wines by winemakers Shane Kerr and Mark Holm, along with a
dedicated team of cellar and laboratory staff. The winemaking
philosophy at Trentham Estate has always been to produce highquality, monovarietal wines at an affordable price, with an emphasis
on full fruit flavour and enjoyment.

The Trentham Estate

Red
Shiraz

125ml

175ml

250ml

bottle

£5.25

£6.50

£7.50

£22.50

This is an appealing New World Shiraz, It has a bright,
vibrant colour with ripe berry aromas and a soft fruity finish
combined with subtle spice.

Shiraz

France | Loire Valley

Albert Bescombes
The story began in 1872, in Saint Hilaire Saint Florent, near Saumur.
The wine merchant and producer Albert Bescombes built up a set of
skills and expertise which proved to be unique in the world of wine,
and quickly rose to prominence in the Loire Valley and around the
world.
Over the years, the company expanded its presence in the wine
region through historic partnerships, often with winemakers who
had been in the region for generations. Thanks to this organization,
Loire Propriétés could expand its range to cover all the appellations
in the Loire, from Muscadet to Sancerre.
What’s more, their historic, Eiffel-built building is made from the
locally renowned tufa stone. Albert Bescombes champions a proud
local history, a historic building, passionate men and women, and the
experience to produce wines from the finest appellations in the Loire.

Rosé
Loire Rosé

125ml

175ml

£5.25

£6.50

250ml

£7.50

The Bescombes Cellars

bottle

£22.50

This pretty rosé is made in the Loire Valley. It has a salmon
pink colour, and delivers delicious nuances of red fruits and
spring flowers.
Loire Rosé

Specially Selected Wines
The purity, vibrancy and sheer authenticity of the wines we serve here led to the writing of this booklet.
Many of our wine-growers have stories and history that deserve to be shared. From Pinot Grigio made by
Azienda Rechsteiner, a family who used their winery to house the Austo-Hungarian army’s cavalry in the
First World War, to a white wine made from the grape used in Cognac by Domaine Uby, all our wines are
sourced from a prestigious importer who mainly supply Michelin-starred restaurants accross the country,
Philip von Nell Wines of Nottingham.
We’ve listed the bottle prices here, but all are also available by the case, delivered direct, please ask at
reception.
A discretionary 10% service charge will be added to your bill.

Family Owned Restaurant with Rooms
The Beaumond Cross Inn has been owned and run by Paul Chambers and his family since 2010. The building is Grade Two listed and sits in the heart of historic Newark and Trent. Having been carefully restored
and refurbished, it now boasts en-suite bedrooms maintained to a hotel standard, a homely bar and
restaurant serving locally sourced fresh food.
For best rates, availability and to book phone 01636 703670 or via www.beaumondcrossinn.co.uk

The Beaumond Cross Inn , 13 London Road, Newark-on-Trent, NG24 1TN

